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ANATOMY OF A CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM* 

H. D. Decker 
Lawrence Llvermore Laboratory 

June 22. 1973 

This paper Is a description of one department's experience 
Kith In-house continuing education. At the Lawrence Llvermore 
Laboratory In California, the Mechanical Engineering Department 
responded to its unique problems of obsolescence. Continuing 
education Is not a solution for every organization's search for 
maintaining competence. Each organization has Its own particular 
circumstances and needs. LLL has achieved at least a qualified 
success with continuing education as a tool for maintaining the 
competence of engineers. 

Background to a Problem 
The Lawrence Llvermore Laboratory Is located SO miles east 

of San Francisco at Llvermore, California. The Laboratory 1s 
operated for the Atomic Energy Commission by the University of 
California, and Its primary mission has been the conception and 
development of nuclear weapons. The Laboratory has 5300 employees 

this work was performed under the auspices of the United States Atomic Energy Commission. 
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of which about 1800 are professional engineers and scientists. 
One unique feature which had an Impact on the development of 
1n-house education. Is our modified matrix organization wherein 
large numbers of professionals are In discipline departments 
from which they are assigned to research and development project 
teams. Without the collection of professionals Into discipline 
departments, It Is doubtful that early Identification of 
obsolescence and a springboard for attacking the problem would 
have resulted. 

The Changing Role of the Engineers at Llvermore 
When the Laboratory undertook nuclear weapons research and 

development In 1952, the engineering work required was not 
sophisticated. A set of college notes and a handy edition of 
Hark's Handbook provided nearly all the expertise needed to 
design the necessary hardware. Although the preceding Is an 
understatement, the stress was on speed, sturdlness and reli
ability. Numerous Ph.D. physicists were nearby 1f something 
very complex needed analysis. 

He made great strides In the 1950s In nuclear weapons 
development. In doing so, we also gradually disposed of all 
the easy engineering work. If further developments were to 
occur, more sophisticated engineering was necessary. Hew and 
different technology was In Increasing demand. New materials 
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had to ba developed. Height savings had to ba aide. Oynaale 
loads had to be fully accounted for. Heat had to be disposed 
of to en enact degree and precision aanufacture needed to 
becoae routine. An additional Influence HI S occurring by the 
turn of the decade when ILL began aovlng Into non-weapons 
nuclear research. 

It was resolved In the early 1960s to change the coaplexlon 
of the Mechanical Engineering Oepartaent by hiring edvanced 
degree engineers and highly trained specialists with needed 
skills. Although a daaand for older style engineering continued, 
there were aany engineers Mho aero Inadequately trained for the 
changing prograa needs. The Laboratory had no wish to discard 
loyal taployeett and it was often not clear who had obsolesced 
and to what degree. University regulations and social responsi
bility dictated against a wholesale change of staff, even had 
tha Laboratory been so Inclined. 

Our situation was not unique. Most of the U.S. technology 
was changing rapidly and aany ceapanles and laboratories fo nd 
themselves lacking current skills In their engineering staffs. 
At the saste tlae, huaanlstlc and legalistic considerations 
precluded* radical reactions to the situation. 
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Early Continuing Education Effort! at LIL 
While we Mere hiring new and up-to-date skills In what

ever openings existed, we began studying. In concert with 
•any universities and technical organizations, the need for 
continuing education as a Beans for overcoatnu the lack of 
currant technology and for preventing obsolescence. 

I recr.11 many conferences In the early 1960s where 
everyone agreed that: 

1. Continuing education was needed. 
X. Something must be done to Motivate engineers to 

seek continuing education. 
3. The universities must acccaaodate this new student 

body. 
4. Soaaone east pay for continuing education; either 

the engineer, the eaployer, or the governaant. 
If you attend a continuing education conference today, you aay 
well find these seae questions being debated. » dozen years 
of work on this problea has not provided a universal set of 
answers for engineers and eaployers. Where progress has been 
asde. the eaployer had to find the set of answers that suited 
bis situation, and proceeded aucb on his own. 

http://recr.11
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LLL had M a usual array of educational opportunities 

avallaklt to It. The Hat vanity of California a* an employer 
provided tie* off fro* work and reduced tuition. There Mat a 
fee reimbursement proprea for a Nlda variety of college couries. 
Coefereacet and short training coaraea ware available In areaa 
directly applicable to current assignments. Part-time employ-
•ant was sometimes arranged. Occasional after-hours courses 
were provided nearby, and a vary few advanced degree scholar
ships were awarded. Despite an educational fringe benefit 
prtgraa aa ganeraua at west In t!>e research aad development 
field, an examination of participation revealed that Its effect 
was extremely Hatted. Figure 1 shows a> age profile of the 
Mechanical Engineering Department et Uvermore wttb an estimate 
of the participation pastern la the ald-lMQs. The young, eager 
pace setters were the primary utert of the educational benefit*. 
and the majority of older. Middle performing engineers wore 
simply not being reached. One suspects that these young pact 
setters would have continued their education and kept up with 
their fields whether they got help or not. what was needed was 
a program to reach the older, established engineers. 

Several programs were designed to provide concentrated 
re-education and new technology training over periods ranging 
from two months to a year. None got off the ground beceose 
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too ouch effort Mould bava baen dralnad away froa tba ongoing 
technical work at a single tlaa If a larga fraction of the 
•taff were angagad la education. 

After-hours prograaa were provided but never appealed to 
enough tapleyees to bacon an effective force to staa the 
growing obsolescence. 

Meanwhile tbe first organised lo-house prograa at Lit 
started la tba Electronics Engineering Dapartaent 1n 1964 whan 
20 senior engineers aora enrolled In a sequence of courses to 
atteapt to aadatt tbaa In a one year period. Classes ware held 
three hours a weak during working hours. It provided a foun
dation group of revivallied engineers who began to take 
state-of-the-rrt courses which ware taught at the rata of 
several a year. Tbe prograa was well liked by those it reached. 
White technology has aoved faster in electronics than In the 
aechanlcal field, tba E.E. Dapartaant did not hava a larga body 
of older engineers for whoa tfcs oes.1 for updating sad continuing 
education was so acute. After tbe Initial prograa designed for 
senior engineers, tbe E.E. Oepartaent has aalntalnad a steady, 
but aodest, progria which eapnaslzas new electronics technology. 
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*»t "dfbonlcaj E«l««Wf«»l »'«rtf 
la tbe Mechanical Eagfaeertag Oapartaant. a viable contin

uing cdecatfea program was flaally launched when w In the 
Oepartswtt stepped traatlag continuing education ai a frlaga 
benefit aad instead aada It sa Integral part of tba angiaaar'a 
jab. At shown earlier la Figure 1. taa oftan educational 
suppert progress appaat only to 2SS of tba work forct. Vat. 
tba raMfnlng 7SJ, tba aajertty af tba continuing work forct, 
bad ta ba raachad If tba abjective af presenting obsalasctaca 
was ta ba achieved. 

Cartaln operational prablaas bad to ba overcome baforo a 
continuing education progrsa cautd succeed. Far eaaapte, 
pr»»loui atteepts to pratant courses daring Marking hours 
ratultad In bfgb dropout rata*; often only SOS af tba anglaaars 
enrolled- fa a caarsa weald coaplata It. A study of tba drop* 
outs revealed tbat tha high dropout rata was ratatad sore to 
tba notuir* of tba aagfnaar's work assignment thin ta coarse 
content or presentation. At Lawrence llvaraara laboratory, 
for exaapte, an aagtaaar algbt ba required to travel fraqaantly 
or work an erratic schedule. As a consequence. It was difficult 
for hfn to attend regularly ichedulad classes or saalaars. 
After alsslng a nuahtr of class sessions, ha would fall behind 
In class work to such an ascent tbat ba would drop out. hoping 
perhaps that the next tiaa he teak the course his work 
assignment weald ba aore predictable. 
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* m y had to be found to u k i continuing education more 
flexible — to fit the engineer's schedule rather than trying 
to aake the engineer fit the class schedule. 

In 1*68, the Mechanical Engineering Department Instituted 
a program for Its 350 professionals to « k « continuing education 
for engineers a reality, regardless of work schedule or travel. 
The key to the prograa was videotape which atade it possible to 
fit the program to the engineer's schedule. Each class, though 
presented "live*, was videotaped, if an engineer missed a class, 
he could make It up at his convenience by replaying the tape. 
The dropout rate Immediately decreased to MMS, and the number of 
engineers participating in the continuing education program 
increased by a factor of S. 

The program as It now Is structured consists of selected 
courses In fundamental and advanced engineering theory. Each 
course is designed to reflect current university-level engineering 
material with emphasis placed on the Material most useful to 
engineers at III. Hany of the courses that are taught are combi
nations of more than one university course. The homework and 
examples draw heavily on III work. Homework does not exceed six 
hours per week. Specifically, the program runs for two semesters 
a year, and eight to twelve different court*! are offered each 
semester. (Current plans are to convert to a three-quarter 
system starting in the fall of 1973 to mash better with television 
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courses received frea nearby universities which coeplaaent 
tha In-house prograa.) Senior •aglnatrs not only have tha 
opportunity to review basic anglnaarlng subjects, but their 
technical eapoftiirs can becoae equel to that of a recant 
engineering graduate. Although classes are scheduled at 
specific tlaes In department clessroeas, the engineers can 
easily aake up a class by aeraly calling the television 
studio entf arranging a playback at the Individual TV carrels. 
Figure 2 sheas the use of e TV carrel for e aekeup closs. 
In addition to videotape, lecture notes, hoaework problea 
sets, textbooks, and final exealnatlons are Integral parts 
of each course. 

Instructors In the prograa are nearly alaays aeabers af 
the departaent, selected on the basis of course knowledge ind 
teaching ability. Soaa ere Ph.D. engineers, and Instructing 
in the continuing education prograa satisfies their desire te 
teach — a satisfaction they alght have sought elsewhere If 
the prograa had mot been instituted. No Instructor has had 
wore then en Initial iiesltatlon about presenting his course 
In front of television ceaeres. 

The Mechanical Engineering prograa Is adalnlstered by a 
Curriculum Coaalttte coaposed of all the Instructors end the 
department*! training tteff. The Chalraan of tha Coaaittee 
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ls the Head of the Mechanical Engineering Department. The 
Coaafttee selects the courses, the Instructors, course level, 
and sequence of course presentation. 

An Initial presentation of a class Is "live" In a fully 
equipped television studio within the Laboratory. The studio, 
shown In Figure 3, accomodates 30 students and 1s equipped 
with several reaote television caaeras to eliminate distractions 
froa caaeraaen In the studio. Courses run from 10 to 13 weeks 
in length and meet twice a week for an hour. 

The videotape of each class Is Intended for those students 
on travel who could not attend the original class. Upon comple
tion of the class, students are asked to complete a questionnaire-
concerning the technical Information presented, the method of 
presentation, and additional courses which they feel would be 
helpful. The second presentation of a course is again videotaped. 
These tapes, assuming their quality is acceptable tr all concerned, 
becoae the peraanent class tapeu. The third and succeeding offer
ings of a course are entirely by videotape. An instructor is 
assigned to each videotape class to counsel students and to grade 
the hoaework and tests. 

Of the 342 mechanical engineers currently in the Department, 
239 had completed one or aore courses by the spring of 1973. 
These engineers had been out of college from one to forty years, 
and they range fraa B.S. to Ph.D. 
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Tha vary fact that tha eoursat have appealed to a broad 
audience of this typa Indicates accomplishment of the primary 
Intent to reach all levels of engineers. Figure 4 demonstrates 
graphically ho* the program has appealed to the entire age 
spectrum of engineers In tha department. There are engineers 
Mho still have not been reached, but the Involvement so far 
has bean very gratifying. 

There Is no question that charging clajs time to the 
program accounts has served to convince the engineers of 
management's dedication to making tha continuing education 
program succeed. The rationale was that all courses were 
relevant — If not currently, then 1n the near future. The 
training acted as "preventive medicine* by shortening the 
time and distance to useful solutions to work problems. He 
observed no drop In output when two hours a week were diverted 
to class time. The employees are expected to do homework on 
their own time, however, A small dose of education provides 
a stimulation and a tightening of personal discipline that 
seems to prevent a drop In output. It was also reasoned that 
when performing their work, engineers traditionally charged 
the program with their library time, reference book tlma, 
consultation time and tutoring tlma as an accepted cost of 
getting the job done. Perhaps continuing education lessened 
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the t i n required for other boning up and refreshing such that 
the Meekly aork output was not decreased. Deciding to charge 
student class tine as a progran cost Instead of as overhead 
suddenly brought the whole program Into reasonable perspective. 

Changes in the Character of the Program 
The Mechanical Engineering program has accomplished its 

Initial purpose ef Involving the majority of the staff, 
lrrespectlt'2 of age. Hany older B.S. level engineers now 
take eourses with modern content at the graduate level In 
coafortable competition with their younger colleagues. The 
program has not been a success for everyone but the staff 
now accepts that continued course participation Is the "In" 
thing to do. A large fraction of the department is now able 
to stay current with the technology of their discipline. 
Restored confidence became the trademark of many 40+ year-old 
engineers. Several reported how they had drifted Into a 
conservative stance, designing mere empirically and intuitively 
than with adequate analysis. Such a stance did not encuurage 
risk-taking which is a necessary ingredient for the new Ideas 
needed In M O . 

The TV Link with U.C. Davis 
In the midst of this program, a television link with the 

Davis campus of the University of California was completed. 
This linkage provides an opportunity for Interested engineers 
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to pursua • formal dagraa program during working hours In thair 
own engineering building. Tha program complements the In-house 
program of both Electronics and Mechanical Engineering.* A 
number of students have bean sufficiently motivated under the 
continuing education program to enroll 1r the degree program, 
toth the Natter's and Ooctoral programs are offered, and the 
required thesis is frequently a Laboratory research topic irtileh 
fits Into the student'* mark assignment. 

The Future Character of the Program 
Only a small fraction of the engineers have Indicated they 

plan to undertake a degree program. Of the remainder, many 
already have an advanced degree, and many Bachelor level 
engineer; foresee no financial Incentive for another degree. 
A. Certificate of Competence from the numerous state-of-the-art 
courses available often satisfies his need for evidence that 
he is combating obsolescence. He also dots not feel the need 
to endure the rigor end thoroughness of a degree program to 
fulfill bis educetlonel goals. 

It is planned that increasing use of regular university 
courses over the TV link for auditing only by continuing 
education students will complement and enlarge the In-house 
program. 

'University of California, Davis, "Instruction by Television Oavls-UwerKore", College of Engineering, Hay 1972. 
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It Is becoming apparent that the Ideal continuing education 

program at LLL Hill be a mixture of In-house courses and non-
credit university courses. Because of excellent cooperation 
and sjpport froa our acadenlc colleagues, He should have no 
trouble developing an adequate program of Hide appeal that Hill 
serve to keep our engineers at the cutting edge of technology. 

Expansion to Scientific Disciplines 
In the past year, our scientific colleagues In the physics 

and chemistry disciplines at Llvernore have conducted their first 
In-house courses. It 1s likely that there H111 be a stronger 
reliance on audit courses brought In fron the universities by 
television than In the engineering program. In contrast, the 
Computations Department of LLL Is likely to remain nearly 1001 
In-house. Their program. In existence for two years, draws on 
one of the largest and most advanced computer centers In the 
world. 

The Involvesent o7 all disciplines at the Lawrence Llveroore 
Laboratory In a continuing education program Is consistent with 
the Director's resolve to make this tool the major thrust toward 
maintaining the highest skill levels with a techncloqlcally 
current staff. The experience at LLL to date convinces the 
management that continuing education 1s a basic element la Its 
attempt to maintain staff vitality. 
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Table 1 shows the projected participation In the profes
sional In-bouse prograes. Of the 1800 professionals at ILL. 
about 700 currently take soae kind of course each year. As an 
investaenc. this represents less than IX of our total aanpowor 
budget. Even If It grows to IS or 3t of our total effort, all 
agree that It will be worthwhile. 

Hat There teen a layoff* 
An unexpectedly significant result has baen the effect OR 

our In-house instructors who have polished their expertise 
enough to becoae very coapetent specialists. Our evaluations 
of the students have been primarily subjective In nature, but 
they have been frequent and In depth. He cannot daaonstrate 
that In research and development work our continuing education 
prograa is cost effective. Objective evaluation of education 
prograat has always been difficult because of a lack of coaaar-
Ison criteria. An obsession to evaluate continuing education 
has rung a death knell for soae coapeny prograas. A quanti
tative evaluation of aducatlon has not developed for our public 
school systea so It Is hardly logical to require It for a 
conpany prograa. Vet aanageaent Innocently, but understandably, 
will try to measure cost effectiveness In the saae Banner It 
evaluates Its technical alsslons. While adequate cost-benefit 
neasures should continue to be sought, 'he lack of then should 
not be allowed to forestall continuing education efforts. 
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To aabark on a viable continuing education program, manage-
•ent cannot get hung up on "how valuable" It Is but can only 
accept the position that It U. valuable and then try to operate 
an efficient teaching program that directly addresses tho needs 
of Its professional stcff. 

From management's perspective. Me do not Assess success In 
terms of enrollments but by the job performance of each Individ* 
ual. Our experience convinces us that, for most professionals, 
maintenance of skills and avoidance of obsolescence can bo 
achieved by once-a-year participation In technical courses. We 
leave It to the professional's Initiative, however, to chart 
his o«n course in continuing education, as well as to decide 
uhether to participate at all. 

We rely most heavily on students' evaluation. We regularly 
ask the students such questions as, "How does the continuing 
education program contribute. In a significant way, to your job 
effectiveness?" The answers so far show that they believe that 
tangible Improvements In job skills and new technology have 
resulted. If, at any time, the surveys failed to reveal these 
positive, although largely subjective, results, we would be 
warned that our program needs redirection. We hope to remain 
sufficiently responsive so that the program Is kept at its 
current level of success. 
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IN-HOUSE CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSE PARTICIPATION BY PROFESSIONALS 
ESTIMATED ENROLLMENT PER QUARTER THRU 1976 H » 

DEPARTMENT SPONSOR 
OF COURSE Low 

80 

HIGH 

no 
PROBABLE 

COMPUTATIONS 

Low 

80 

HIGH 

no 85 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 25 50 30 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 65 80 65 

SCIENCE _5i 110 70 
235/QTR 350 250 

*LLL HAS ABOUT 1800 PROFESSIONALS - ENGINEERING & SCIENTIFIC 
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(ESTIMATED) ---MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 

BY YEAR OF B.S. 

NUMBER COMPLETING ONE 
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